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A Brief Summary of a Declassified FBI Report
Subject: The analysis of evidence with possible high energy characteristics
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Tom Stalcup, Feb. 20, 2002
A recently declassified FBI report presents the results of an analysis of TWA Flight 800
debris “that exhibited possible high energy characteristics” and other items of “unknown
origin.”[1] The FBI and NTSB contracted scientists from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) to analyze these items, but restricted the scientists from sharing their
findings with individuals outside the official investigation. The parties to the
investigation (e.g. Boeing and TWA) did not participate in this activity.
Some of the items tested are listed below:
Note: All quotations that follow have been taken from the aforementioned report[1] unless cited otherwise.

1. One of 20 similar objects of “unknown origin” approximately 0.2 inches in diameter
found during victim autopsy examinations.
2. A piece of titanium alloy consistent with jet engine parts that contained “spike
fractures” and “melting.”
3. Part of the left side of the aircraft that contained a penetration apparently “directed into
the fuselage.”
The FBI report is a summary of the BNL activities and is apparently missing some pages
and attachments. Its “Executive Summary” seems to conflict with the findings presented
in the body of the report.
The summary reads “no material compositions were found to indicate the presence of
non-TWA Flight 800 or weapons related materials,” but item 1 (listed above) was
inconsistent with aircraft wreckage.[1] These pellet-like objects were in fact tested
“because of their dissimilarity in appearance with TWA 800 debris.” After numerous
examinations, the report classified their origin as “unknown.”
When polished, the objects of unknown origin became “orange-colored and
transparent.” They were non-conductive, and contained Zirconium, Barium, and Cerium
within a multi-phase Aluminum-Titanium “matrix.”
The significant quantity of Zirconium and the presence of Barium is indicative of an
incendiary device[3, 4] and the matrix structure of these object is consistent with pellets
used in anti-aircraft missiles1. Similar pellets were apparently recovered from the bodies
1

National Defense Magazine stated that “pellets embedded in a titanium matrix”[2] are used in anti-aircraft
missile warheads.
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of victims of a recent missile engagement of a civilian airliner.2
Two days after the BNL report was submitted to the FBI leadership, then FBI Assistant
Director James Kallstrom sent a letter to the NTSB requesting that the discussion of
“Missile/Warhead Impact/Bombs/Explosives”[7] be banned from the NTSB public
hearing on the crash, scheduled to be held the following week. The NTSB complied with
the request and the FBI classified the BNL report as “secret.”
Although FBI investigators suspected “that a missile might have been used against flight
800,”[6] there is no indication that the any items discussed in the BNL report were ever
analyzed by warhead experts. On the contrary, the report mentioned having “little
forensic documentation or guidance on large-body aircraft missile engagements.”
The characteristics of the items discussed in the BNL report are consistent with a missile
engagement. But by not supplying proper guidance, classifying the report as secret, and
influencing the agenda of a public hearing, the FBI leadership reduced the likelihood of
this evidence ever becoming proof.
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Calculating Velocity and Altitude from
TWA Flight 800’s Primary Radar Data
Tom Stalcup, May 12, 2002
When TWA Flight 800 exploded in midair, its transponder and Flight Data Recorder
immediately stopped functioning. Both of these provide investigators with altitude data.
Their failure aboard Flight 800 left investigators without any explicit altitude data of the
crash sequence. However, Flight 800’s altitude in the early crash sequence can be
approximated from its radar-recorded ground speed.
Flight 800 was tracked by three FAA radar sites in New York: ISP in Islip; HPN in White
Plains; and JFK at John F. Kennedy International Airport. The data from these radar sites
were analyzed by NTSB investigators and the horizontal flight path of TWA Flight 800’s
main wreckage was established with a good degree of certainty. See NTSB Exhibit 13A.
Radar data representing Flight 800’s main wreckage was displayed in NTSB Exhibit
13A. From its recorded flight path, the speed of Flight 800 can be calculated from the
timestamps associated with every data point (see Figure 1).
Note: Some readers may not be familiar with the graphs and mathematics that follow. If
that is the case, consultation with a scientist or engineer is recommended.
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Figure 1: Radar data that represents the east-component of main wreckage flight path. The solid black line
is a 200-point cubic spline interpolation of the mean of all of the primary radar data representing Flight
800’s main wreckage in NTSB Exhibit 13A.

The black line in Figure 1 was created from an average of data from the three radar sites
that the NTSB used to track the path of the main wreckage in the "Airplane Performance
Study" (NTSB Exhibit 13A).
To determine Flight 800's speed after losing electrical power, the techniques of Calculus
can be employed. Specifically, the differentiation of an interpolation of the mean of the
radar data was calculated. The results are displayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: East-West Speed vs. Time plot comparing the radar data with NTSB simulations. The NTSB
simulation data shown is a time differential of the East-West position data in NTSB Exhibit 22C. An offset
of 24 knots was added to the NTSB data after differentiating to align with the radar data. The radar speed
data was differentiated from an interpolation of the mean of the "main wreckage flight path" radar data in
NTSB Exhibit 13A.

Flight 800's East-West ground speed was approximately 356 knots prior to the loss of
electrical power. The radar data indicates that Flight 800’s speed increased3 immediately
after the loss of electrical power. All NTSB simulations diverge from the radar-recorded
mean position and ground speed due to a simulated climb.
The only explanation for the speed increase indicated on radar is that Flight 800 began an
immediate descent after losing electrical power. Since its engines were inadequate to
account for such an acceleration, the only other source of energy available (the law of
conservation of energy) was the plane’s altitude. To account for the indicated rapid
increase in airspeed, Flight 800 had to lose altitude. To understand this phenomenon,
consider the activity of bicycling.
Bicyclists speed up going down hills and slow down climbing them. Although a 747 is
many times more massive than a bicyclist, the same principles hold true. For an aircraft
to accelerate faster than its engines can maintain, it must lose altitude. And likewise, an

3

The differentiation of the mean of the three radar sites used by the NTSB to plot the main wreckage Flight
path of TWA Flight 800 indicates that Flight 800 gained airspeed immediately after the loss of electrical
power.
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aircraft will slow down when climbing sharply. Because of this, the law of conservation
of energy may be applied to calculate altitude changes from speed data.
The following equation is needed for such a calculation.
m*g*A = ½ m*v2
In the above equation, m is the mass of the aircraft, g is the acceleration of gravity, A is
altitude and v is velocity. The energy from engine power is not included in the above
equation because “the effect of [engine] power is small” during rapid changes in altitude.4

Figure 3: Altitude vs. Time plot comparing the radar data with NTSB simulations. The NTSB simulation
data shown is from NTSB Exhibit 22C. The Law of Conservation of Energy was applied to the speed data
in Figure 2 to calculate the loss of altitude (see discussion below).

The data in Figure 3 was calculated from the speed data in Figure 2 using the
conservation of energy equation shown above. As can be seen in Figure 3, radar data
indicates that Flight 800 lost altitude immediately after losing electrical power.
Because every NTSB simulation in the NTSB Final Report and the NTSB public docket
shows a significant increase in altitude soon after the loss of electrical power, none match
the radar data.
4

Figure 4 in NTSB Exhibit 22C shows that engine power has little affect on rapid changes in altitude.
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The Flight 800 Eyewitness Hearing
Tom Stalcup, September 15, 2001
Flight 800 Independent Researchers Organization (FIRO) sponsored the first public
hearing on the crash of TWA Flight 800 that included eyewitnesses. Eight witnesses
testified before a five member panel of FIRO representatives at the July 14, 2001 hearing.
The witnesses described their observations and answered questions from the panel. The
media and public questioned the witnesses after the panel, followed by a summary of an
independent study of 670 official FBI eyewitness documents.
TWA Flight 800 crashed eight miles south of Long Island, New York ten minutes after
takeoff on July 17, 1996. Moments before the crash, witnesses observed a streak of light
rise from the ocean surface. These observations initially caused FBI agents "to suspect
that a missile might have been used against flight 800."[1] Ultimately however, federal
investigators concluded that the witnesses mistook the aircraft itself for a missile.
This hypothesis was first released in the form of a CIA animation shown during a widely
televised FBI press conference in November of 1997.[2] The animation showed the
forward section of the jetliner break away and the remaining portion perform a steep,
flaming climb in excess of 3,000 feet. The animation's narrator stated that "this may have
looked like a missile attacking an aircraft."[2]
The witness evidence, upon which the animation was allegedly based, was scheduled for
release at the first of two National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) public hearings
on the crash within a month of the animation's broadcast. But the FBI intervened.
Five days before the NTSB hearing, FBI Assistant Director James Kallstrom wrote a
letter requesting that all witness testimony and related discussion be banned from the
hearing.[3] On the same day, NTSB Chairman Jim Hall replied with a letter of his own
stating that the NTSB would comply with the FBI's request.[4] There would be no release
or discussion of witness testimony by any federal agency for more than three years after
the broadcast of the CIA animation.
At the FIRO hearing in July 2001, witnesses were given the opportunity to compare their
observations with the CIA animation. The accounts of two of the witnesses testifying
were featured in the CIA animation. The animation contained the vantage points of
Dwight Brumley and Mike Wire, from a window seat on a nearby aircraft and on a bridge
respectively.
The CIA alleged that both witnesses saw only a flaming aircraft climbing from 13,800
feet to approximately 17,000 feet after a spontaneous explosion caused the airliner to
break in two.[2] Brumley and Wire commented on the animation's portrayal of their
testimony.
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Dwight Brumley: "That's totally, almost perpendicular to the direction I saw...It doesn't
even get close to what I saw, not even close..."
Panel member Tom Stalcup: "But Dwight, they're saying this is what you saw. Now
surely they must have contacted you to ask you ..."
Brumley: "No, the CIA never contacted me. The FBI never re-contacted me...nobody with
any aviation expertise...went through it with me to try to really understand, you know, to
get down in black and white--a diagram or whatever--what I had seen."
Mike Wire commented on the relevant portion of the CIA animation while it was paused
at the initial portion his CIA-interpreted observation. Onscreen was a point of light above
some distant rooftops.
Wire: "What they should show at this time is back behind the houses on the beach...It
should have been coming up and across this way [near the rooftops], not starting up there
in the sky..."
Panel member Stalcup: "Now the CIA used you as a key eyewitness in their animation.
Surely they must have contacted you to help create this animation. Did the CIA ever
contact you?"
Wire: "I never knew that the CIA was involved in anything about the case at all. No, they
did not contact [me] at all...or the NTSB for that matter."
Wire's FBI witness summary confirms that he observed "what appeared to be cheap
fireworks coming off the beach" behind a distant rooftop[5]. However, the CIA animation
placed Wire's initial sighting of a firework at the position where Flight 800 lost electrical
power (2.6 miles up).
There is no record of any CIA interview with Mike Wire or Dwight Brumley. In fact,
Congressional investigators reported that the CIA "did not interview any of the
eyewitnesses"[6] in connection with the Flight 800 animation. Instead, the CIA relied
upon scant notes and summaries from preliminary FBI witness interviews. The following
is all the CIA had to work with when calculating the animated trajectory of a strange flare
reported by Dwight Brumley.
"It was moving from 'right to left' and it appeared to have 'peaked,' then it was going
downward."[7]
From this single sentence describing "right to left" motion, the CIA concluded that the
flare Brumley saw was Flight 800. But the relative motion of Flight 800 outside Dwight
Brumley's right-side window on US-Air flight 217 was, at all times, left to right, from the
moment it exploded until it hit the water. The CIA animation offers no explanation for
this discrepancy.
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According to the NTSB, 256 other witnesses also reported a streak of light in connection
with the crash. One was Air National Guard helicopter pilot, Major Fred Meyer. Meyer
and his crew were the first to arrive on scene for search and rescue after observing the
tragedy during a routine training mission.
At the FIRO hearing, Meyer spoke about the streak he saw: "I tracked it across about
twenty degrees of azimuth in the sky and then...I saw an explosion. And that explosion
was military ordinance. I'll stake my life on it, and I have many times. I have two years in
combat over North Vietnam. I hold the distinguished flying cross. I made nine over-land
rescues. If I don't know what a missile looks like, if I don't know what flak looks like, I
wouldn't be here talking to you. I saw military ordinance explode in the sky that night."
Major Meyer believes the CIA animation does not account for his observations and sent a
letter to the NTSB charging them with ignoring eyewitness testimony. The official crash
scenario does not account for Meyer's testimony of seeing military ordinance prior to the
crash.
Suzanne McConnell also testified at the FIRO hearing. McConnell was eating dinner on
her back porch when she saw a flare-like object rise quickly from across the bay. At the
apex of its climb, the object exploded and then a fireball descended into the ocean,
according to McConnell.
After being shown a slide created from the official CIA/NTSB crash sequence, from her
approximate vantage point, McConnell said that it did not include the object she saw
travel nearly "straight up" and explode. When she called the FBI to report her
observation, she said the FBI agent replied, "'that's pretty much what everyone else is
telling us'"
The FBI did interview other witnesses who gave accounts similar to McConnell's. Roland
Penney was one of them.
Penney: "There were three or four of us standing on the dock and we saw basically what
that women [Suzanne McConnell] had just said. We saw this stream of smoke go
up...[and then] it disappeared for about a second and a half...and then we saw a big
bright white light....The white light descended down about two seconds I guess and then
there was another explosion and then we saw the red flames and we saw the plane break
into two pieces."
Penney also testified that the "[stream] was going basically straight up...[and] just a tad
off to the west." Without interviewing Penney, the CIA concluded that the object he saw
was Flight 800 continuing eastward. But other witness observations matched Penney's,
and thus conflicted with the CIA animation.
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Darrell Miron testified that a streak rose to the west very quickly before Flight 800
exploded. Miron said, "I know missiles travel much faster than planes do. That was not a
plane flying in any direction at that speed."
As the hearing continued, eyewitness Bill Gallager, a commercial fisherman who was on
his boat at the time of the crash, expressed his frustration with the way the Flight 800
investigation was handled.
Gallager: "...[A] major thing people should come out of this with today is the fact that
seven hundred and some witnesses are being told to blast off...I've never seen a concerted
effort to not have information come together."
Gallager saw a strange flare rise upward, originating at a position consistent with the
closest (2.9 nautical miles) surface vessel to the crash when it occurred. According to the
FBI, this surface vessel "has not been identified."[8] Gallager testified that the flare
exploded at its apex, followed by the descent of two flaming objects.
Lisa Perry was the final witness to testify at FIRO's hearing. Perry was on a porch
overlooking the beach of one of Long Island's barrier islands. She described seeing two
strange objects in the air that closed in on Flight 800, one of which first appeared close to
the beach.
Perry: "It looked like a bullet hurling through the air...I don't see any wings on it...there's
a redness at the back of it. It goes up to the side of the plane...[then] at that point, it
explodes..."
Panel Member Tom Shoemaker: "Did you make a drawing for the FBI?"
LP: "Yes I did as a matter of fact. I made three drawings for them...[The FBI] specifically
wanted to know whether or not the two objects were separate and I said they were
completely separate objects and that's one of the drawings that I made for them."
At the writing of this article, Perry's drawings are missing. The NTSB, which already
concluded its investigation, has not viewed Perry's drawings. Likewise, at least thirty
other witness documents are presently listed by the FBI as "unable to locate."[9]
During the investigation, the FBI was "unable to identify"[8] the closest surface vessel to
Flight 800 when it crashed and apparently lost three sketches of an object colliding with
the plane. Thirty similar sketches and other witness documents were evidently lost by the
FBI[9]. The identity of the surface vessel and the illustrated events on the missing
pictures may help investigators determine the cause of the crash, which is still deemed
inconclusive today.
The FBI and NTSB concluded their investigations without letting any of the 670
eyewitnesses testify. Both investigations attempted to account for portions of some
witness accounts, but the witnesses were not consulted when guesses were turned into
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official crash scenarios and animations. The animations support a mechanical
malfunction theory that, according to many witnesses, does not account for a fast,
vertically-rising streak of light seen prior to the crash.
The eight witnesses at FIRO's hearing come from varying backgrounds and viewed the
crash from different vantage points. Dwight Brumley was an active duty Master-Chief in
the US Navy and watched the tragedy unfold from his seat in a commercial jet 6,000 feet
above Flight 800. Suzanne McConnell is a Nurse and watched the crash from her back
porch. Mike Wire, a Vietnam veteran, was working on a bridge. Bill Gallager saw the
crash from his commercial fishing vessel. Darrell Miron is a carpenter and Website
producer who was walking on the beach with his wife. Major Meyer was hovering at 200
feet in a Black Hawk helicopter. Lisa Perry was vacationing near the beach on Davis
Island. Roland Penney was on a dock. These individuals were miles apart and did not
know each other prior to the crash. They are eyewitnesses not by choice. Common
curiosity defined their role in the official investigation.
All disagree with the official crash scenario and none were allowed to testify at either of
two NTSB public hearings on the crash.
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Attachment VI
Letter to NTSB Witness Group Chairman Dr. David Mayer
Requesting Clarifications Regarding the NTSB’s August 2000
Sunshine Hearing Witness Group Presentation
May 12, 2002
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Flight 800 Independent Researchers Organization
Tom Stalcup, Chair
332 Hatchville Rd., E. Falmouth, MA 02536
(508) 564-7631, stalcupt@hotmail.com
Dr. David Mayer
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, D.C. 20594
May 12, 2002
Dear Dr. Mayer:
I am writing to you on behalf of the Flight 800 Independent Researcher’s Organization (FIRO), a group of
dedicated scientists, aviation professionals, and former NTSB crash investigators devoted to the safety of
the flying public. We are writing in an attempt to clarify some of the information you presented during the
eyewitness portion of the NTSB’s TWA Flight 800 Sunshine Hearing held in August 2000.
As you are aware, the FBI witness interview summaries were not optimum for an NTSB crash
investigation. And since the NTSB failed to conduct its own interviews for over ninety percent of the
witnesses, ambiguities regarding many of the eyewitness accounts remain. However, some of the 736
official eyewitness accounts were quite detailed and provided investigators with a wealth of information
regarding airborne events.
Your Sunshine Hearing presentation represented the NTSB’s official position regarding the eyewitness
evidence. Most Americans who attended the Sunshine Hearing or watched it on C-span relied on your
presentation alone for their understanding of the TWA Flight 800 witness evidence. Because of this, the
accuracy of the information you presented was of utmost importance.
Prior to the hearing, FIRO thoroughly reviewed all of the official witness materials. FIRO representatives,
including myself, attended your presentation at the Sunshine Hearing. Upon hearing your presentation, we
felt that several statements conflicted with what we remembered from the raw witness materials.
We then compiled a list of questionable areas within your presentation and reviewed the witness materials
once again. From that review, we concluded that there were indeed several inaccurate and misleading
statements in your presentation. The results of our review are included in the attached documents.
For each item in your presentation that we found to be inaccurate or misleading, we have submitted a
request for clarification. We hope that you will respond to our requests so that you may correct any
inaccuracies in your Sunshine Hearing presentation.
Sincerely,
Tom Stalcup
Enclosed: Review of the Sunshine Hearing Witness Presentation; Sketch by Witness 649
CC:

Victims’ Family members: Aurelie Becker, President, The Families of TWA Flight 800;
Michel Breistroff
NTSB: Chairperson Marion Blakey; Al Dickinson
Congress: Honorable John Duncan;
Honorable William D. Delahunt; Senator John Forbes
Kerry; Senator Edward M. Kennedy
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Review of the Sunshine Hearing Witness Presentation
Thomas F. Stalcup
Chair, Flight 800 Independent Researchers Organization
The most significant factor contributing to the ambiguities in the NTSB TWA Flight 800 witness
reports was the NTSB's failure to interview witnesses. During four years and through the
formation of two Witness Groups, the NTSB interviewed only approximately two percent of the
736 official witnesses.[1]
The Witness Group's presentation at the NTSB’s August 200 Sunshine Hearing was based upon
736 FBI witness summaries, which varied greatly in detail and clarity. Some were only a few
sentences long, while others included graphics and many pages of detail. Among the more
detailed summaries was the account of witness #649 (name redacted by the FBI).[2]
Witness 649's FBI file includes four sketches and several FBI witness summaries. It is one of the
most thorough and comprehensive Flight 800 witness files in existence. The sketches and
summaries describe an object ascending and traveling westward, spanning over ten degrees
horizontally before colliding with a second object at a position and altitude consistent with where
Flight 800 lost electrical power.
At the sunshine hearing, the NTSB Witness Group erroneously stated that witness 649's
horizontal view of the accident was limited to just a few degrees (between "two flagpoles") and
used this incorrect information to conclude that he could not have seen the initiating event.[3]
However, the word "flagpole" does not exist in witness 649's FBI file, nor is it stated that his
observations were ever restricted to an area inconsistent with the initiating event.[2]
Official investigators brought Witness 649 to the exact spot where he viewed the accident. With
the aid of hand-held compass, the investigators determined that he first observed a rising
“projectile” on a bearing line of 185o magnetic. This projectile rose quickly, turned westward and
apparently impacted with another airborne object seen by Witness 649.
The point where the rising projectile met the second object was between two buildings (not
flagpoles) identified by the witness (between 196o and 209o magnetic). Flight 800 lost electrical
power on a bearing line of approximately 197o magnetic from Witness 649’s position. For a
more thorough examination of Witness 649’s observations, see
http://www.multipull.com/twacasefile/second649.html.
One of witness 649's sketches is included as an attachment below. Please refer to Request 15
below to clarify your Sunshine Hearing statements regarding witness 649's testimony.
To locate other areas of concern within the sunshine hearing witness presentation, an outline of
that presentation is included below. Preceding any section of concern is a reference letter.
Following the outline, the lettered sections are discussed.
Below we have included a total of fifteen requests for clarification. Thorough responses to these
requests will help alleviate public concern regarding the accuracy and integrity of NTSB's
investigation into TWA Flight 800.
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Outline of Witness Group Chairman Dr. David Mayer's Sunshine
Hearing Presentation

-A-

1) Introduction
Detailing the collection of witness statements
Media reports spur public interest
The formation of the NTSB Witness Group
Introduction Summary

-B-

2) What Would an Eyewitness See?
Description of official crash scenario

-C-D-E-F-G-

-H-I-J-K-

3) Witnesses examples
Witness Paul Angelides
Two other witnesses
Quantitative Analysis
4) Eyewitnesses in Conflict with official crash sequence:
Only a relative few
Aircraft climbing may explain observations
Errors by witnesses or interviewers may explain summaries
5) Alleged missile witnesses discussed
Mike Wire (on bridge)
Mater-Chief Dwight Brumley (on US-Air 217)
Major Fred Meyer (in Air National Guard helicopter)
Captain Chris Baur (in Air National Guard helicopter)

-L-

6) Missile Visibility Test
Consistently reported as a rapidly rising light
Flight 800 witnesses not consistent with a missile

-M-

7) Conclusion: All witnesses consistent with official breakup scenario

-N-

8) Q&A session
Various Questions from Chairman Hall
Washington Times witness advertisement
Comments and questions from other board members
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Items of Concern within Witness Group Chairman Dr. David Mayer's
Sunshine Hearing Presentation
Dr. Mayer,
-A- You stated that "the witness reports were the first and only evidence or indication of
a missile attack."
-PETN (an explosive used in missiles) was found in the wreckage. The
NTSB has not conclusively determined the source of these explosives, and
their detection anywhere on the wreckage is evidence and an indication of
a missile attack.[4]
-FAA radar detected high-speed (Mach 2) targets apparently exiting Flight
800 immediately after the initiating event. These targets are also evidence
and indications of a missile attack.[5]
-The "localized recrystallization of portions of the rear spar" cannot be
explained by the official breakup sequence. The recrystallization of metal
is evidence of a missile attack and the NTSB has not ruled out the
possibility that this damage was indeed caused by a missile.[6]
-If any of the above items were conclusively determined not to originate
from a missile attack, their status of having, at one time, been considered
evidence or an indication of such an attack does not change.
Request 1: That, in light of each item listed above, you thoroughly explain your
statement regarding the witness reports being the only evidence or indication of a missile
attack.
-B- You stated that it was "unlikely witnesses would have seen nose departure."
However, witnesses did report seeing nose departure.
According to the official FBI witness summaries, at least four witnesses reporting some
segment of nose departure.[1] Their accounts are credible because they first informed
investigators that the front section of the aircraft departed—an evidentiary fact later
confirmed during salvage efforts.[7]
All four conflict with the official crash scenario because they saw an object rise from the
surface and cause the nose damage and/or reported Flight 800 falling immediately after
nose separation. In the official theory, no rising object preceded nose departure. The
rising object was attributed to Flight 800 after nose departure,[8] conflicting with each of
these witness accounts.
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Request 2: That you consider and explain in detail, within the context of the official
crash scenario, each witness observation that includes descriptions of any portion of nose
departure.
-C- Witness Paul Angelides' observations misrepresented.
The NTSB never interviewed Paul Angelideds. FIRO's Chairman, Tom Stalcup,
interviewed Angelides in 1997 and sent a letter to the NTSB reporting the results of this
interview. This letter contained significant details in Angelides' account that conflict
with the official breakup scenario. You did not consider these details or even interview
Angelides. Instead, you referenced a single and deficient FBI witness summary[9] that
"may" have supported the official breakup scenario.
This single FBI summary contains no details such as azimuth or elevation to the reported
"flare." Two hand drawings that Angelides provided to the FBI are not in his NTSB
witness file. Without adequate detail to support any crash sequence, Angelides was the
first witness cited at the NTSB sunshine hearing in support of the official breakup
scenario.
Paul Angelides' observations do not support the official breakup scenario. The initial
position of the object he first noticed was far from where Flight 800 was traveling.
According to Angelides, this object started out close to shore and very high in the sky (50
to 60 degrees above the horizon), moved toward the horizon, and exploded at an altitude
and position consistent with where Flight 800 lost electrical power. Angelides believes
the official crash scenario does not account for the object he saw.
Request 3: That you explain why you decided against contacting Angelides to confirm
the information regarding his account provided to the NTSB by FIRO Chairman Tom
Stalcup in 1999, and that you explain whether or not a flare-like object observed at an
elevation of 50 to 60 degrees above the horizon from Angelides viewpoint is consistent
with any stage of Flight 800's breakup.
-D- Quantitative Analysis.
This section of your presentation contained qualitative statements, like "the reports of the
streak of light were generally consistent with the calculated flight path of the accident
airplane."
However, 116 out of 134 (86%) witnesses who gave information concerning the origin
and/or trajectory of a rising streak of light conflict with the calculated flight path of TWA
800.[10]
Request 4: That you analyze each official FBI witness summary with information
concerning the origin and/or trajectory of a rising streak of light and publicly state
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whether a majority of these statements support or conflict with the calculated flight path
of the accident airplane.
-E- Eyewitnesses in Conflict with official crash sequence
The official crash sequence includes Flight 800 heading eastward and trailing flames.
You postulated that all witnesses who saw a streak of light or flare were watching Flight
800.
However, you mentioned fifty-six witness accounts that were inconsistent with the
official crash scenario. These witnesses observed a streak of light originate at the surface
or travel nearly straight up. You neglected to tally those witnesses who reported the
streak of light head westward or in a horizontal direction inconsistent with the path of the
accident airplane.
Request 5: That you add to the fifty-six witnesses that "didn't seem to fit" with the
official crash scenario all witnesses who reported a trajectory for the streak with no
eastern component, and that you report this new total publicly.
-F- Only a relatively few
You stated that "only a relatively small number [of witnesses] seem to be at odds with the
breakup sequence"
116 is a statistically significant and large number within the segment (134) of witnesses
who reported the origin and/or trajectory of a rising streak of light. These 116 witnesses
are at odds with the breakup sequence.
Request 6: That you locate every official witness account with information regarding the
trajectory and/or origin of a rising streak of light that is consistent with the official crash
scenario and every witness account, from the same group, that is inconsistent with the
official crash scenario. Only after this accounting will the public have a clear and
objective understanding of the observations made by witnesses to the early stages of the
breakup sequence.
-G- Aircraft climbing may explain observations
In an attempt to explain eyewitness sightings of a rising streak of light, the CIA[11] and
NTSB promoted a theory that Flight 800 climbed sharply soon after a catastrophic
explosion caused the airliner to break in two. In over ten published attempts and during a
two-year period, no NTSB climb simulation was created that followed the radar-recorded
course during the proposed climb.[8, 12]
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Flight 800's airspeed was too high for too long to match the necessary speed reduction
(exchange of airspeed for altitude) during these proposed climbs.[13] Because of the
constraints imposed by "the law of conservation of energy," it has been determined that
Flight 800 did not climb as suggested by the NTSB. Only simulations that do not include
such a climb follow the radar-recorded course and obey the law of conservation of
energy.
Nonetheless you used an unsubstantiated climb theory to explain witness reports of a
rising streak of light. You said that "it's possible that, for some witnesses, as the airplane
maneuvered in crippled flight, it appeared to fly nearly straight up."
After your presentation, NTSB Chairman Jim Hall asked you, "if you could show that the
airplane did not climb after the nose departed, will that change your analysis?"
You responded, "No sir," but went on to say that you believe it did climb.
At least 182 witnesses (28% of the witnesses) reported seeing a rising streak of light.
Forty nine of these witnesses specifically stated that the streak rose vertically or nearly
so. But according to your response to the NTSB Chairman, even if the streak could not
be attributed to Flight 800, that would not have changed your analysis.
Request 7: That you offer an alternative explanation for the rising streak of light
(assuming it was not Flight 800 climbing) reported by 182 individuals, while considering
the fact that these individuals were dispersed throughout Long Island, on the ocean, and
in aircraft.
-H- Witness Mike Wire's observations misrepresented
The NTSB never interviewed Mike Wire. You misrepresented Wire's account, stating
that "[his] report is fully consistent with the breakup sequence of the accident airplane."
But his report says he saw an object "traveling skyward from the ground," first coming
into view "just above the roof top" of a distant house.[14] Flight 800 was approximately
two miles above the line of sight of that roof top when it lost electrical power.[5] The
distant house would have had to be over four times taller for your assertion to hold.
Mike Wire's observations do not support the official breakup scenario. FIRO brought
Mr. Wire back to his exact vantage point on Beach Lane Bridge in Westhampton. He reaffirmed his FBI testimony by pointing to the distant roof top where he first saw a "white
light" rise into the sky as fast as a typical firework. FIRO asked Wire to clarify exactly
where he first observed the “white light” appear. Wire pointed to a distant rooftop and
told us it appeared almost exactly at the level of the rooftop. Thus, his FBI summary that
states he saw the firework “just above the rooftop” really meant “just above the rooftop.”
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Request 8: That considering the above clarification obtained by FIRO, you report
whether an object ascending from where Wire first reported seeing the white light “is
fully consistent with the breakup sequence of the accident airplane.”
-I- Witness Master-Chief Dwight Brumley's observations misrepresented
The NTSB never interviewed Dwight Brumley. You misrepresented Brumley's account,
stating that it "is consistent with his having seen the latter stages of the breakup of Flight
800"
Brumley’s official FBI summary states that he saw an "flare" travel from "right to left"
outside a right-side window of his US-Air flight that was heading northward.[9] This
means that the flare Brumley saw was traveling faster than the US-Air flight before
exploding. Flight 800 was traveling slower than and nearly perpendicular to the US-Air
flight[5]. The radar-recorded motion of both planes shows Flight 800, at all times,
heading left to right from Brumley's perspective.
Dwight Brumley's observations do not support the official breakup scenario. FIRO
interviewed Brumley on several occasions. He said that the official crash scenario does
not account for the object he saw overtake his flight.
Request 9: That you explain in detail what part of the Flight 800 breakup sequence is
consistent with a "flare" overtaking US-Air Flight 217 on the right and then exploding in
front of it.
-J- Witness Major Fred Meyer's observations misrepresented
The Witness Group you chaired never interviewed Major Fred Meyer. Major Meyer
was piloting an Air National Guard helicopter when he saw Flight 800 crash. He and his
crew were the first to arrive on scene in the search and rescue effort.
The original NTSB witness group interviewed Major Meyer in January of 1997,
recording Meyer's testimony of seeing "military ordinance" preceding the crash.[15]
You never mentioned this portion of Meyer's testimony at the Sunshine Hearing. Instead,
you said that his observation "is consistent with his having seen the latter stages of the
breakup of Flight 800."
The latter stages of Flight 800's breakup included large quantities of fuel erupting, which
Meyer reported seeing after the "military ordinance." As a veteran Vietnam rescue pilot,
Meyer informed the original NTSB Witness Group of his ability to distinguish between
fuel and ordinance explosions. During his NTSB interview, he said the first explosion
was "like an HPX [military explosive] explosion, as opposed to a soft explosion like
gasoline." He described seeing a fuel explosion later on in the crash sequence.
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Major Fred Meyer's observations do not support the official breakup scenario. Meyer
saw what appeared to be a flare, followed by military ordinance explosions, and then a
growing fuel explosion. But you said he saw "a flare and then a growing explosion," and
completely omitted his recorded testimony of observing "military ordinance." Major
Meyer believes the official crash scenario does not account for the object and explosions
he saw.
Request 10: That you explain in detail why you failed to mention Major Meyer's
description of military ordinance when summarizing his account.
-K- Captain Chris Baur's observations misrepresented
The Witness Group you chaired never interviewed Captain Chris Baur. Captain Baur,
together with Major Meyer, saw Flight 800 crash from the same Air National Guard
helicopter. Baur was interviewed by the original NTSB Witness Group in January of
1997.
During that interview, Baur reported that a "pyrotechnic device...came from the left and
went to the right [to the west]. And it made the object on the right explode." After this
initial explosion, Baur reported seeing more explosions, "each larger than the other and
engulfing." After concluding he had seen a midair collision, he radioed the control tower
that he "was proceeding there immediately."[16]
Captain Chris Baur's observations do not support the official breakup scenario. Baur
reported seeing two distinct objects, one colliding with and causing another to explode.
The pyrotechnic device which reportedly caused the explosions was heading west. Flight
800 was heading east. You never mentioned these facts when discussing Baur's
testimony, but instead focused on the time he began the search and rescue effort.
You said Baur could not have seen a missile because "after seeing the explosion, the crew
immediately flew the helicopter [to the accident scene]...about 43 seconds after the
explosion of the center wing tank." You inferred that the crew did not see the initial
explosion aboard Flight 800 since they did not begin search and rescue at the moment of
the first explosion.
But Baur never stated that he flew to the scene immediately after seeing the initial
explosion. His NTSB interview transcripts states that he discussed the unexpected events
with his crew, viewed secondary "engulfing" explosions, came up with a possible
explanation of what he saw, and reported the event to the control tower—all before
proceeding to the crash scene.
Other crew members discussed other factors that delayed the search and rescue mission—
factors you never cited. Only after these delays did Baur begin the search and rescue
effort. But regardless of the time Baur began flying to the scene, his observation of a
pyrotechnic device heading west is in direct conflict with the official breakup scenario.
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You misrepresented Captain Baur's testimony and neglected relevant testimony from
Baur and other crew members. You focused on timing, rather than explaining or even
mentioning the west-moving object that reportedly collided with a separate and distinct
object that immediately exploded. After arriving on scene, Baur learned that one of the
objects he saw was TWA Flight 800.
Request 11: That you explain in detail why you failed to mention Captain Baur's
description of a pyrotechnic device heading west and colliding with another object, and
that you list all the factors that delayed Baur’s search and rescue effort listed in the
official NTSB-recorded testimony of Baur and his crew.
-L- Missile Visibility Test
This test involved launching one type of missile (the shoulder-fired missile) to be viewed
by observers placed at various locations.[3] No other type of missile was launched or
considered in this analysis of the Flight 800 eyewitness evidence.
You explained that due to their limited range, the light from a shoulder-fired missile's
exhaust would not have been visible all the way to Flight 800's altitude. You then
presumed that any alleged missile-witness would have seen as "two sequential streaks of
light," the second being Flight 800. You said that you could not find one witness who
reported this sequence, and concluded that witness observations were "not consistent with
a missile."
You neglected to consider missile systems consistent with witness observations. The
light from mid- to long-range missiles would be visible all the way to Flight 800's
altitude. Some knowledgeable witnesses described such a missile during FBI interviews.
Witness 166 was a Polish Army veteran with missile experience. He "opined that this
was a medium size missile which would have required three experienced people to
operate."[2] He ruled out a single-person, shoulder-fired missile because he saw a light
glowing constantly to Flight 800's altitude.
Hundreds of other witnesses with observations that did not match the characteristics of
shoulder-fired missiles, but did match the characteristics of larger missiles were not
considered in the "Missile Visibility Test."
Request 12: That you release each NTSB witness number (1 - 755) that corresponds to
witnesses with observations that are consistent with either mid- to long-range missiles.
-M-

Conclusion: All witnesses consistent with official breakup scenario
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In the body of your presentation, you stated that fifty-six streak of light witnesses "didn't
seem to fit" into the official crash sequence. And when considering witness accounts that
include descriptions of a rising streak of light with no eastern component to its trajectory,
many more do not seem to fit. But when concluding your presentation you said that the
"witness reports and the streak of light are consistent with them having observed Flight
800 in crippled flight."
Request 13: That you retract the above conclusion and state to full number of witness
accounts that are inconsistent with Flight 800 in crippled flight, and that you state which
of the two following scenarios accounts for more of the witness evidence: 1) the official
NTSB crash scenario; 2) a crash scenario initiated by a mid- to long-range missile.
-N-

Washington Times witness advertisement

You misrepresented the following seven witness accounts during the portion of your
presentation that responded to a full-page Washington Times advertisement containing
these seven accounts.
-Mike Wire[14]: You said, "his account was consistent with the motion of the airplane."
You failed to mention that Wire reported an object rising upward from a line of sight two
miles lower in altitude than Flight 800. Wire's account is discussed in more detail above.
-Dwight Brumley[9]: You said, "he couldn't have seen a missile" based on his
recollection of the timing of events. You failed to mention that the timing of an event, as
recalled by a witness, is a typically unreliable statistic. You also failed to mention that
the described heading and speed of the "flare" was inconsistent with Flight 800 in
crippled flight. Brumley's account is discussed in more detail above.
-Richard Goss[1]: You stated that Goss and others with him reported an object rising
vertically, but suggested that this was Flight 800 maneuvering in crippled flight. But
Goss reported publicly[17] that the object he saw rose straight up, headed outbound
(south), took a hard left turn, and then exploded. Based on the radar data[5] and all
available simulations[8, 12], Flight 800 would never have appeared to climb straight up
from Richard Goss' perspective, nor follow the course described by Goss.
-Paul Angelides[9]: You stated that the witness documents available to the NTSB does
not contain details mentioned in the advertisement. However, these details were provided
to the NTSB one and a half years before the sunshine hearing, in a formal letter to the
NTSB Witness Group. The NTSB had ample time to verify and consider these details
before discussing Angelides account at the sunshine hearing. Angelides account is
discussed in more detail above.
-Major Fred Meyer[15]: You said that Major Meyer saw "the breakup sequence of the
airplane, not a missile." You neglected to mention Major Meyer's testimony of seeing
"military ordinance." Major Meyer's account is discussed in more detail above.
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-William Gallagher[18]: You suggested that Gallagher added details to his memory over
time, conflicting with his FBI summary. But no NTSB group or individual ever
interviewed William Gallagher. His one FBI summary is very limited. It lacks the
details needed to support or refute the NTSB theory of the crash. FIRO interviewed
William Gallagher and found that the streak he reported originated from a position
consistent with the nearest surface vessel to the crash. This vessel has not been identified
by the FBI[19] and is consistent with the origin of a rising streak of light reported by
many others.
-Witness 649[2]: You said witness 649 could not have seen a missile because he was
initially looking where Flight 800 crashed, not where it exploded in midair. But
according to witness 649, his attention was drawn to the west (right) of this position, as
the object he was watching "arced off to the right." This westward-moving object
apparently collided with a second airborne object at a position and altitude consistent
with where Flight 800 lost electrical power. The above account, together with a picture
drawn by 649 (attached) showing this collision exists in his NTSB file. You never
mentioned that witness 649 reported and sketched a rising, westward-moving object that
collided with another object resulting in a midair explosion.
Request 14: That you explain why the many significant details in the above witness
accounts that conflict with the official crash scenario were never mentioned during the
sunshine hearing when each witness account was being discussed.
Request 15: That you consider the sketch of witness 649 (attached) and to the best of the
your ability, add the following features to it: 1) a line of site mark to the main wreckage
debris field; 2) the approximate position of Flight 800 at the moment it lost electrical
power; and 3) a detailed explanation for the initial object shown travelling upward and to
the west. Please return this sketch with the above features added when responding to
these requests.
For request #15, please refer to witness 649's FBI file in the NTSB Public Docket, which
includes compass directions to his initial line of sight and landmarks beneath where he
saw an initial midair explosion. This very detailed file contains the information needed
to carry out this request. You can also find further reference material at
http://www.multipull.com/twacasefile/second649.html. The author of this report visited
the location where Witness 649 saw the crash.
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Attachment VII
FOIA Request for TWA Flight 800 Bruntingthorpe Test data
October 4, 1999
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Flight 800 Independent Researchers Organization
Graeme Sephton, 623 Wendell Rd
Shutesbury, MA 01072
October 4, 1999
Ms Melba Moye
FOIA Officer
NTSB
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW,
Washington, D.C., 20594
Subject: FOIA Request for TWA Flight 800 Bruntinthorpe Test data.
Dear Ms Moye:
Because of the continuing high level of interest by the public in research on TWA Flight 800, scientists in
FIRO are seeking the data from the Bruntinthorpe test series on 747 fuel tanks.
Therefore, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552 I hereby request the following
information and data:
1.

All reports and summaries of the Bruntinthorpe test series.

2.

All the associated data and results.

3.

Copies of all photographs and videos associated with the above.

Since most of the above exist in electronic media formats, it would be most convenient and simple to
forward them on disk or CD or as email attachments to sephton@admin.umass.edu.
I am requesting these records for non-commercial use as an active member of a public interest research
group studying the possible causes of the accident.
We are making all such material available through our web site, http://flight800.org, and through our
reports, as a free public service.
I request a waiver of fees because my interest in the records is not primarily commercial and disclosure of
the information will contribute significantly to public understanding.
If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me
at my office (413) 545-6504.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Graeme Sephton
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Attachment VIII
NTSB Denial to a FOIA Request for
“TWA Flight 800 Bruntingthorpe Test Data”
April 17, 2002
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